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 		The most flexible solutions adapted to your situation



		All your digital services available on the #1 app on the market



		24/7 worldwide expert support for your medical journey






        Type of cover  
    




 Country of coverage   

 
 Enter the country where you plan to stay the longest. 
  Countries
 




   Language  
   Select your preferred language for all communication.
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 Insurance for everyone, 100% online: expatriates, students, frequent travellers, au pairs and companies - we offer insurance to anyone who travels abroad! From registration to reimbursement, we make it easy for you to take care of your health needs anywhere in the world!


Discover all our international insurance plans
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  Long-term international insurance

 Are you planning to go live and work abroad alone or with your family? Are you already living in another country? We’ll be there with you.
  
      Read more
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  Short-term international insurance

 A short stay abroad, a Working Holiday visa, or a world tour planned? Travelling through the Schengen Area? We have the insurance you need.
  
      Read more
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  International student insurance

 Are you a student going abroad to complete your studies? Going on a university exchange or an au pair stay? We’ll cover you!
  
      Read more
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  Travel & holiday insurance

 You’re on holiday, relax! Because unforeseen events can happen when you are travelling, we’ll also cover you for holidays of a few weeks!
  
      Read more
       









  APRIL at your side worldwide for over 40 years
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   180+ countries covered
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   150,000+ policyholders
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   2+ million partner healthcare professionals
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   300+ committed employees



 

APRIL International can make your life abroad easier


 Get insurance quickly

 
 The health cover you need is just a click away: choose the international insurance that suits you, with the coverage you need. It's quick, and you can join online.


 
100% mobile with the Easy Claim app

 
 All your services in one app―take care of your health wherever you are. Request a reimbursement, download your insurance certificate, talk to your adviser, etc.


 
Reimbursements in a few clicks

 
 Take a picture of your medical bills and submit them via your Easy Claim app. Your reimbursement will be sent to you within a few days.


 
Count on us 24/7

 
 Our teams are based all over the world, so you can count on our unfailing support. And if you have any questions, our multilingual advisers are always on call.


 
Talk to a doctor quickly, wherever you are

 
 Free and unlimited telehealth included: consult a doctor remotely 24/7 anywhere in the world, in the language of your choice. It's free through your Easy Claim app.


 
Hospitalisation without financial stress

 
 For planned or emergency hospitalisations, don't worry about the costs with our hospitalisation coverage service. We take care of everything, from the agreement to the bill, so that you can focus on your health. Additionally, we can assist you in choosing a quality hospital with the help of our local medical teams' expertise.


 




        [image: Your reimbursements just a click away!]  Keep it simple with 100% mobile insurance

 It only takes a few steps to join and start benefitting from your cover by tomorrow!

1. I look for the cover that suits my situation and choose my options.
2. I request a quote online and sign it electronically.
3. I download the Easy Claim app and take advantage of all my online services.
4. I can get a call back or chat at any time with an adviser.
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 		 Long-Term International Health Insurance

 
 April 2024: new direct billing providers for APRIL members 
  04/2024



		 International Student Insurance

  4min


 Best Places to Study in Europe
 Studying abroad presents you with many opportunities, such as learning a new language, getting to travel the world, and making life-long friends.


 03/2024



		 Long-Term International Health Insurance

  5min


 Best places to live in Bangkok for expats
 Bangkok has a magnetic pull for expats seeking an exciting yet affordable international life. This bustling Thai capital offers a potent mix of exotic culture, tropical adventure, and modern amenities that keep drawing foreigners from all over the world.


 03/2024



		 Long-Term International Health Insurance

  4min


 Living in Malta as an Expat
 According to Malta’s national statistical office, more than 100,000 foreign residents were living in Malta in 2021, making up nearly 20% of the population. [1] With it’s sunny weather, beautiful coastline and white sandy beaches, it’s understandable why Malta is a popular choice for expats in Europe.


 03/2024







 
All about international health insurance


 Why should I take out international health insurance?

 
 Are you planning to settle internationally, stay overseas for a while, or study abroad? Then, it is all-important to take out international health insurance. The fact is, you are no longer covered by Social Security or the local equivalent in your country of origin once you’re abroad. In many countries, the costs of healthcare are very high. To give you an idea, in Singapore, for example, the care involved in a case of appendicitis can cost 10,000 SGD (about €7,200), or the equivalent of €185 in Brazil for a consultation with a specialist. Thus, it’s important to take out international health insurance.


 
How do I sign up online?

 
 You can take out your insurance cover in just a few clicks, 100% online, by choosing your options at the top of this page! Request a quote and simply submit the following documents: 

- Any medical information you deem useful
- An RIB (statement of banking identity) for your reimbursements 
- A RIB for your direct payments
- Your credit card 

To choose the right health cover for you, you can talk to our online advisers at any time via the chat at the bottom of the page. 


 
Can I change the start date of my cover?

 
 Yes, you can postpone or change the start date of your cover before your contract takes effect.


 
How do I obtain a certificate of insurance?

 
 As soon as your contract is validated (signature and payment), you can download your insurance certificate in several languages directly from your Easy Claim app.


 




Learn about healthcare systems around the world
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 Health Insurance in France 
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 Health Insurance in the United Arab Emirates
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 Health Insurance in South Africa 
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 Health Insurance in Singapore
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 4.5 / 5

  		
 
 I strongly recommend APRIL International. Overall I think APRIL is an honest, efficient, no-surprises insurer with excellent service. I think APRIL is a great option, especially for expats.
 2/22/2023
 
      Powered by
       Trustpilot  




		
 
 We have had the privilege of being part of APRIL International for over 18 months now. The team promptly communicates and renders a superb service.
 2/11/2023
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       Trustpilot  




		
 
 APRIL International provided a good service. Great Easy Claim app for users. Very quick feedback & efficient.
 2/3/2023
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       Trustpilot  
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